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Abstract: The digitisation of healthcare has allowed a significant rethinking of the previous clinical
protocols, improving their interoperability through substantial standardisation. These technological
advances have ensured that data are comparable, as they are obtained from ‘reliable’ and certified
processes; however, there are billions of data that are neither structured nor quality-controlled. They
are collectively referred to as ‘Real World Data’ (RWD). Blockchain (BC) is a procedure with specific
characteristics and algorithms that ensure that the stored data cannot be tampered with. Nowadays,
there is an increasing need to rethink blockchain in a one-health vision, making it more than just a
‘repository’ of data and information, but rather an active player in the process of data sharing. In this
landscape, several scholars have analysed the potential benefits of BC in healthcare, focusing on the
sharing and safety of clinical data and its contact tracing applications. There is limited research on
this matter; moreover, there is a strategic interest in managing RWD in a reliable and comparable
way, despite the lack of knowledge on this topic. Our work aims to analyse systematically the
most impacting literature, highlighting the main aspects of BC within the context of the new digital
healthcare, and speculating on the unexpressed potential of RWD.
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1. Introduction

Healthcare is increasingly data-focused, and as a result, a managerial bias has emerged,
primarily linked to certified management and governance of digital healthcare data [1].
The concept of ‘patient-centred medicine’ is dramatically being actualized and it requires
healthcare managers and clinicians to make all of these data readable and ready-to-use;
nonetheless, the usefulness of the data depends on their homogeneous archiving in order
to make them translatable into information usable for decision-making processes [2,3].
Nowadays, Blockchain (BC) offers a reliable and expendable option that fits well with the
decentralised nature of health information. Thanks to BC, both managers and clinicians are
able to obtain certified and homogeneous information from multiple independent sources,
overcoming the problem of the lack of interoperability among different information systems.

In this scenario, some studies predicted how BC would be used to provide secure
platforms for storing and managing a large quantity of data, not necessarily related to the
major clinical demands [2,3]. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) first used the term
“Real World Data” (RWD) to refer to “...data related to patient health status and/or health
care delivery, properly collected from a variety of sources” [4]. RWDs are thus information
about care pathways and healthcare delivery, derived from a variety of institutional and
non-institutional sources, such as the National Health Service (NHS) [5,6].

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) uses RWD for all of its protocols of safety
evaluation, risk management, and benefit-risk assessment. RWDs enable the reconstruction
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of detailed care pathways, facilitating reliable and personalized planning of clinical manage-
ment of patients [3]. The complex system of RWDs has the potential to significantly improve
the management workflow in healthcare, but the collection and rationalization of this large
amount of data implies the careful analysis of some critical issues. Such issues are primarily
related to the protection of personal data; nonetheless, the current lack of interoperability
among health information systems has gained attention, as it could become a technical
issue that is not easy to overcome. Finally, the risk of ‘Garbage-in Garbage-out’ (GIGO), a
conceptual condition based on the illogic involvement of unreliable results derived from
data of low trustworthiness, is an issue mainly dependent on the proper approaches of
healthcare professionals to using BC and RWD within homogeneous datasets [7].

Several researchers have analysed the potential benefits and limitations of BC in health-
care, focusing mainly on the perspective of improving individual processes. Such processes
are clustered in business data processing (BDP), supply-chain management (SCM) of medi-
cal devices and pharmaceuticals, sharing of clinical evidence, and contact tracing (CT) in
epidemiology [8–10]. In detail, the first process is BDP, which would recognize benefits
from BC, as this technology is able to ensure data integrity and can provide a clear audit trail
of business transactions, improving accountability and fraud prevention. Nonetheless, BC
also has limitations in scalability and overall efficiency, as its performance can be affected
by the volume of data and transactions, limiting scalability and efficiency [8]. The second
process is SCM of medical devices, which can also benefit from BC technology. In some
specific cases, it can assist in the provenance tracking and authentication of pharmaceutical
products. This aid is essential to detect and prevent the circulation of counterfeit drugs,
protecting patients from harm, and improving the efficiency of SCM [8,9]. Conversely,
implementing blockchain for supply chain management may incur upfront costs and on-
going maintenance expenses. The third process is the sharing of clinical evidence, which
has been widely improved by the use of BC in healthcare settings. Some positive aspects
are related to the secure and transparent data sharing among researchers, clinicians, and
regulatory bodies. This will expedite clinical research by providing a secure and efficient
platform for data sharing and collaboration. Limitations of this aspect are related to the
issues of obtaining patient consent and ensuring data privacy and security [9,10]. Finally,
the last process involves CT in epidemiology: it has been recently considered as a strategic
approach to several healthcare issues affecting large populations. BC has efficiently en-
hanced CT by tracking interactions and notifying individuals at risk of exposure. It can
also provide real-time insights into disease transmission patterns, enabling data-driven
policy decisions to optimize public health measures. As with all innovations, BC in CT may
experience limitations, such as technical complexity that may require technical expertise
and resources [10].

In the last decades, the increasing demand for RWDs from various stakeholders in the
healthcare sector has led to the development of numerous technical and methodological
challenges associated with the use of RWDs to generate Real-World Evidence (RWE). The
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has used the term “Real World Evidence” (RWE),
referring to the “...clinical evidence about the usage and potential benefits or risks of a
medical product derived from analysis of RWD” [4].

Thus, RWD and RWE can provide extensive information about several aspects of
healthcare, and they can be used to improve health-related technologies and to ensure a
better decision-making process.

However, the potential and limitations of BC technology in the management of RWD
are poorly explored [11]. This scoping systematic review [12] aims to contribute to filling
this gap by conducting a critical literature analysis capable of highlighting the pros and
cons of BC in the field of digital healthcare through a scoping systematic review focused on
the following research questions (RQ):

RQ1: What is the state-of-the-art in the use of Blockchain in healthcare?

RQ2: How can RWD and BC work together to improve their clinical impact on public health?
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2. Relevant Sections
2.1. Methodology

To provide an accurate and exhaustive discussion on the literature, to address the
RQ1 and RQ2, we performed a scoping review of the selected literature, following Hilary
Arksey and Lisa O’Malley (2005) [12], to define the current knowledge, main limitations,
potential applications, and possible future research developments [13,14] of the main topic.
This approach is methodologically different from a narrative review, as we follow specific
searching strategies to allow readers to replicate our analysis [15,16].

In line with the speculative nature of our hypothesis, and considering the limitations
within the scientific literature sources, 3 searching strategies were performed, as follows:

- “blockchain” AND “healthcare” OR “real-world data” (searching strategy 1—SS1).
- “real-world data” AND “healthcare” (searching strategy 2—SS2).
- “real-world data” AND “innovation” (searching strategy 3—SS3).

Keywords were searched in multidisciplinary scholarly databases (DB) recognized by
the scientific community: Scopus, Web of Science (WoS), and PubMed [17–28].

Only peer-reviewed journals were selected to ensure the quality of the published
work [29,30]; moreover, a short timeframe of 6 years (2017–2022) was chosen, since the
correlation between BC and RWD is a recent topic.

The preliminary selection of papers to be included in our scoping review was based on
the queries above reported, as per the SS1 (n = 8.268), SS2 (n = 1.302), and SS3 (n = 362). A
second stage was aimed to refine our preliminary selection; here, papers were screened by
relevant titles and abstracts, and we also critically evaluated the study methodology in order
to include only systematic reviews in our database. The remaining articles (n = 227) were
further considered by means of a critical reading of the full text: we carefully evaluated the
methodology used and the coherence among the methods and results. The final selection
identified 25 articles to be included in our scoping review (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the methodology used in the scoping review.

Data were extracted by 2 co-authors (VM and ADF): they preliminary selected a list of
articles to be examined, then they also screened the full texts of all of the included studies,
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independently. The data were stored in specific e-sheets (.xlm sheets), reporting the main
information related to the articles, including the metadata as per PubMed format. Any
final evaluation was performed in collegial brainstorming, participated in by all authors.

2.2. Main Advantages of Blockchain in Healthcare

Blockchain technology (BC) belongs to the broader category of distributed ledger
technologies, the operation of which is primarily based on a ledger structured in blocks
interconnected in a network. Each transaction executed in a block of the network of BC is
validated by a process based on consensus, distributed across all nodes (i.e., devices/users
connected to the network). Nevertheless, beyond its role as a secure and decentralized
data repository, BC can also play an active role in streamlining and enhancing the data-
sharing process in public health and healthcare. As an example, BC can facilitate the
secure exchange of healthcare data between different and heterogeneous systems and
stakeholders, promoting interoperability. This can significantly improve the quality of
care by enabling healthcare providers to have a comprehensive view of a patient’s medical
history, regardless of where they receive care.

Transactions are nothing more than the result of operations between entities within
the network. Each block maintains a reference to the previous one through an encryption
system, hence the concept of BC [31].

BC is not stored on a centralised server as is the case with traditional web applications
but is distributed across network devices (computers) (called nodes), each of which contains
a copy of the entire blockchain. As is well known, two relevant aspects that characterise BC
are (i) the decentralisation of consensus and (ii) the decentralisation of ledgers. Due to the
decentralisation of consensus, the existence of a fiduciary relationship between the actors
involved in any type of transaction and a central authority is no longer necessary [31].

With regard to the second aspect, however, the replication and storage of multiple
copies of the blockchain along the nodes of the network guarantees greater security/safety
of the system and fairness between users, who will be able to have the same information at
the same time, thus ensuring the traceability and immutability of the validated transactions
contained in the blocks.

Blockchain technology (BC) was designed for its usefulness in ensuring privacy and
reliable information, mainly in the fields of economics; nonetheless, nowadays, its utility is
dramatically expanding into several other areas, including the biomedical field [11]. For
example, BC can be employed to track the movement of pharmaceutical products from
manufacturing to distribution to pharmacies, ensuring the authenticity and integrity of
medications. Also, BC can streamline the clinical trial process by managing patient records,
consent forms, and data collection, improving efficiency and compliance. It can also
facilitate the identification and recruitment of eligible patients for clinical trials, accelerating
the pace of drug development and the delivery of new therapies to patients.

Nowadays, there are various types of BC technologies, depending upon the infor-
mation that is handled, the availability of that data, and the activities that the users are
willing to do. Currently, the most well-known BCs are: (i) Public Blockchain, (ii) Private
Blockchain, (iii) Consortium Blockchain, and (iv) Permissioned Blockchain. Most of them
are capable of being involved in the field of medicine; intriguingly, BC has promising
applications in genomics, telemedicine, tele-monitoring, neuroscience, and personalized
healthcare applications.

The scientific literature has reported how the implementation of BC technologies in
healthcare organisations has developed mainly in the US and the UK since 2016 [32], and
BC has been mainly used for administrative data processing and supply-chain management
of medical devices and pharmaceuticals to ensure compliance with regulations [33], and in
the secondary use of clinical data useful for medical research [12,34].

As BC is a decentralized digital ledger used to keep medical records and information
of patients in different computers, it basically aims to provide the proper place to share
every kind of information within different communities. The method is simple and smart:
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in fact, this technology stores all data in blocks using cryptography, and only authorized
users can open, read, view, and access the stored data [11].

Despite these promises seeming to be enticing, unfortunately, healthcare institutions
and representatives have been, at first, reluctant to embrace the challenge of BC, even
though, as some academic work has shown [35], BC technology, in its many applications,
could potentially bring about countless advances in diagnosis, prevention, and medical
care [36], improve the quality of the healthcare system, and facilitate the personalisation of
care pathways [37].

BC can be used to collect, store, and analyse large-scale healthcare data, enabling
public health officials and researchers to gain insights into population health trends, disease
patterns, and the effectiveness of interventions. This can inform public health policy
decisions, resource allocation, and targeted interventions to improve population health
outcomes. As well as enabling cost containment in healthcare administration and improving
efficiency, BC could be a valuable tool for cooperation between organisations for research
and care, as it ensures privacy, reliability, and accessibility [38].

Data integrity and traceability are indeed strengths for the implementation of BC sys-
tems in healthcare [39], including disease and epidemic surveillance [40]. Patient-directed
data access [41] for the sharing and management of BC-enabled Electronic Health Records
(EHRs) would ensure not only protected health information, but also the ability of patients
to choose and authorise the parties with whom they share data [42]. The EHRs collected as
a part of routine care across clinics, hospitals, and healthcare institutions require careful
and intensive pre-processing [43]. They have introduced many advantages for handling
modern healthcare-related data. Nevertheless, they have created unprecedented possibil-
ities for data-driven approaches to learn patterns, make new discoveries, enable clinical
prognosis [44], enhance diagnostics, and validate and replicate clinical trial results [45].

The digitisation of healthcare through the integration of BC tools and technologies
into services promises to revolutionise patient care worldwide. However, BC may not live
up to its promise as it moves from testing to implementation [46]. In fact, most studies
are based on the results of technical simulations and few are the result of trials in clinical
settings or refer to user experiences. Many barriers to meeting the innovative challenges
and opportunities that BC presents to healthcare organisations arise from the lack of specific
skills among healthcare professionals, insufficient economic resources, the reluctance of
patients [47] to share their health information, and the legal framework regarding the
protection of individual data.

There is therefore a need for a complex, multidisciplinary, and multidimensional
approach to designing innovative care models based on new services enabled by BC digital
technologies that ensure a real improvement in patient care and care pathways. Some
researchers have developed a model to assess the readiness of healthcare organisations to
adopt BC in the context of managing electronic health record systems.

To address fundamental challenges in health data management, numerous research
groups are focusing on four main areas, including (i) personalized medicine; (ii) manage-
ment of privacy and data access; (iii) management of clinical information; and (iv) homoge-
nization of clinical costs [48].

A study showed that regulatory compliance, budget availability, management support,
safety, and privacy are critical to the success or failure of BC technology implementation in
healthcare [49]. The Italian Superior Institute of Health (ISS), in its Strategic Plan 2021–2023,
has promoted the “One Health” approach that emphasises the inextricable link between
human health and the health of the entire ecosystem.

Interaction between professional groups and the integration of expertise would be
enhanced by extending and improving the efficiency of existing networks. BC technolo-
gies could support the evolution of healthcare organisations towards the Connected Care
organisational model. By overcoming critical security, interoperability, and privacy is-
sues, BC would unlock its potential and enable healthcare organisations to meet the One
Health challenge.
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Overall, BC technology has several strengths and holds the potential to revolutionize
the healthcare industry by providing a more secure, efficient, and transparent way to store,
share, and manage patient data. However, there are a number of challenges that need to be
addressed before blockchain can be widely adopted in healthcare. These challenges include
complexity, lack of standardization, scalability, and regulatory uncertainty (Figure 2).
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2.3. RWD and BC: Should We Use Them in Public Health and Healthcare Management?

The academic literature on the implementation of Health Information Technology
(HIT) systems in healthcare organisations suggests the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) as a model for the evaluation and acceptance of technology by managers, healthcare
professionals, and patients [50]. This model is based on a positivist view that considers
the relationship between technology and health mainly in terms of causal and linear
benefits [51]. The TAM can be effectively employed to evaluate and assess the acceptance
of HIT systems among healthcare managers, healthcare professionals, and patients. TAM
suggests that perceived ease of use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU) are crucial factors
influencing user acceptance and utilization of HIT systems. Healthcare organizations can
enhance PEOU and PU by designing systems for intuitiveness, emphasizing system benefits,
providing comprehensive training and support, and involving users in the decision-making
process. By adopting these TAM principles, healthcare organizations can foster higher HIT
adoption rates and reap the benefits of improved healthcare delivery and outcomes [50,51].

From this perspective, the use of technology solutions is useful not only to improve
business processes, care pathways, and clinical research, but also to solve complex social
problems [5,6]. In this view, BC is able to innovate and improve business processes by
providing managers, clinicians, and patients with a single, up-to-date, and immutable
repository of data on care pathways and healthcare delivery.

Blockchain-based RWD systems hold great potential to rebuild healthcare; up to now,
their implementation has required a multi-pronged approach that encompasses organi-
zational changes and effective change management strategies. Healthcare organizations
must integrate RWD seamlessly with existing healthcare systems for efficient data flow and
interoperability. To safeguard patient privacy and comply with regulatory requirements,
organizations must implement robust data privacy and security measures. Additionally,
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they must develop secure mechanisms for sharing RWD among authorized parties, such as
healthcare providers, researchers, and regulatory agencies [7–11].

The successful implementation of blockchain-based RWD systems also hinges on effec-
tive change management strategies. Executive buy-in is crucial to drive change and foster
buy-in across the organization [47]. Clear communication of the benefits of blockchain-
based RWD systems, addressing concerns and providing transparency, is essential. Pilot
projects have provided a controlled environment to test the blockchain system, gathering
valuable feedback before full-scale deployment. Incentive programs can further encourage
adoption and participation in the blockchain-based RWD system [51].

Real-world data, with its rich insights into patient outcomes and treatment effective-
ness, could be used in several business cases. Blockchain-based RWD systems are used
in precision medicine, to identify patterns and risk factors for specific diseases, enabling
personalized treatment approaches; moreover, drug discovery and development can be
accelerated by analysing RWD to identify potential drug candidates and monitor their
efficacy and safety in real-world settings, reducing the time and cost of drug development.

By embracing effective change management strategies and addressing organizational
challenges, healthcare organizations can unlock the transformative potential of blockchain-
based RWD systems, revolutionizing patient care, advancing medical research, and pro-
moting public health initiatives (Table 1).

Table 1. Comparative overview of the main studies focused on Blockchain (BC) technology in
healthcare and public health.

First Author (Year) Aim/Scope of the Article BC Application Ref.

Motsi-Omoijiade, I. (2021) Blockchain for healthcare applications
and use cases. Supply Chain Management [32]

Durneva, P. (2020)

The current state of research,
challenges, and future research
directions of blockchain technology in
patient care.

Personalized Medicine [35]

Orcutt, M. (2017) Why the CDC wants in on blockchain. Data Sharing and Access [36]

Almalki, T. (2021) Healthcare Security based
on Blockchain. Patient Identity Management [37]

Stamatellis, C. (2020) A privacy-preserving healthcare
framework using hyperledger fabric. Clinical Trials [38]

Wachter, R. (2015) The digital doctor. Hope, hype and at
the dawn of medicine’s computer age. Data Governance [39]

Reegu, F.A. (2021)
A systematic review of the benefits and
threats of blockchain technology
in healthcare.

Payer-Provider Collaboration [40]

Abbas, K. (2020)

A blockchain and machine
learning-based drug supply chain
management and recommendation
system for smart
pharmaceutical industry.

Payments and
Reimbursement [41]

Saeed, H. (2022) Blockchain technology in healthcare
and regulatory aspects. Regulatory Compliance [42]

Khatoon, A. (2020) A BC-based smart contract system for
healthcare management. Remote Patient Monitoring [52]

Fusco, A. (2020) Blockchain in healthcare: Insights on
COVID-19. Contact Tracing in pandemics [53]
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BC is based on a decentralised structure, and it ensures that data are protected from any
point of view, making BC much more secure than traditional centralised storage systems.
Due to the decentralised and tamper-proof nature of the records used by BC, this allows
healthcare professionals to easily make changes to such data in real time; nonetheless, this
also ensures that all of the parties involved within the BC process have access to the most
relevant and up-to-date information [41–43,47]. This may not mislead readers; in fact, BC
merges the widest data sharing with the strictest maintenance of the privacy of patients. In
fact, the data are encrypted and can only be accessed by authorised parties, thus ensuring
the confidentiality of sensitive information [11–13,48]. Additionally, BC makes it easier
for medical records to be shared securely and efficiently between healthcare professionals,
and this also helps to promote a more collaborative and coordinated approach to patient
care [38,41].

The legal framework for the protection of privacy is constantly evolving to ensure that
data processing complies with current best practices, and it is strategic to use technologies
that guarantee data security and accessibility [49]. The establishment of a risk-benefit
profile is a central part of the regulatory process for assessing the safety of medicines. Data
management has become a critical issue in the biomedical field. These data are typically
stored in centralised databases, which creates vulnerabilities and is susceptible to cyber-
attacks. In the last decade, many healthcare organisations have been victims of preventable
cybersecurity attacks [51].

Additionally, data heterogeneity is another challenge in RWD analysis. The huge size
and highly heterogeneous nature of healthcare data make it relatively less informative using
traditional technologies. In this scenario, BC can help guard against the risk of data theft or
tampering, thanks to its immutability feature based on cryptographic principles. Health
data stored on BC is also safe from damage because it is stored in multiple locations [51].

The concept of sustainability is a relatively new area of study, with most of the
research coming from the healthcare sector. Healthcare sustainability and technological
advancement initiatives are not yet widespread, but there is a growing belief within
healthcare organisations that there is value in achieving long-term sustainability goals, as
well as an awareness that digital transformation enables sustainable models for healthcare
delivery. In this context, it is important to recognise that sustainability is an issue that
is inherently linked to health and well-being. Numerous factors have been suggested to
promote sustainability, such as the effectiveness of the intervention, its characteristics, and
its costs [38]. The economic and qualitative state of the NHS calls for consideration of the
possibility of continuing to provide such a wide range of health and social care services
without being able to ensure that the quality of the services provided does not suffer [6].
Therefore, it is important to reflect on the sustainability of the national health system, which
has already shown signs of inefficiency over the last decade [48–50]. Furthermore, one of
the most important aspects of the sustainability of the healthcare system is the reduction of
waste and inefficiency, which account for a large proportion of the resources allocated to
the system and which undoubtedly worsen the performance of the system as a whole [6].

The decentralised nature of registries allows data from multiple heterogeneous in-
formation sources to be entered and shared in the system and to relate to ‘real-world’
contexts, even decontextualised from the clinical focus, known as real-world data (RWD).
The main sources of RWD are information flows from the National Health Service (e.g.,
flows related to territorial medicines, SDOs, outpatient services, and telemedicine services),
other institutional (e.g., EHR, AIFA registers, databases managed by INAIL and INPS, and
ISTAT surveys) and non-institutional sources (e.g., data obtained directly from patients,
scientific societies, and professional networks) and non-randomised clinical trials [54].

RWDs, suitably processed and systematised, can thus be shared for clinical and manage-
ment purposes, supporting complex decision-making processes within healthcare organisa-
tions and the system as a whole. RWD streams derived from multiple sources of information
can be used to reconstruct a patient’s treatment pathway and, consequently, the organisation’s
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production processes, facilitating the control of the appropriateness of services provided,
health planning activities, health technology assessment, and clinical research.

In this scenario, several studies have already suggested the application of blockchain
for better management and sharing of patient data from NHS information flows, particu-
larly from EHR/EMRs (electronic health and medical records) [12,28,52,54–57]. Managing
data from EHRs with the blockchain system could reduce clinical bias and provide a
powerful clinical risk management tool for practitioners, while reducing the ‘Garbage-in
Garbage-out’ (GIGO) phenomenon. Garbage-in Garbage-out, literally the production of
unreliable results from low-reliability data, occurs most commonly when RWD is used in
large population studies [58]. This phenomenon is mitigated by the BC system, which is
able to guarantee the provenance of the data, its integrity, and its immutability.

3. Discussion

Generating reliable evidence on the designs and effectiveness of disease prevention,
diagnosis, and treatment in real-world settings is a priority for researchers, healthcare
providers, and regulators. In this scenario, Real-World Data (RWD), i.e., data on patient
health and healthcare delivery from routinely collected sources, can be an important
component for addressing a number of significant research questions in healthcare.

Nowadays, various biomedical and healthcare tools generate a large amount of data.
Therefore, it is mandatory for us to know the enormous potential of such composite
datasets in the light of data mining and data fusion processes. However, the management
of RWDs in healthcare undoubtedly raises some relevant critical issues, such as (i) the
management of sensitive data allowing the identification of individual patients and their
health status; (ii) the current lack of interoperability of information systems from which
data are extracted; (iii) the complexity of data collection and attribution processes and
the confusion of their taxonomy, which is often far from unambiguous, with the risk of
a “Garbage-in Garbage-out” situation [7]. In addition, there is a lack of consensus on the
appropriate Data Governance (DG) practices for RWD/RWE. Data sharing is also a major
concern, particularly in light of evolving data protection regulations.

As is well known, the decentralised and transparent nature of this technology raises,
in certain application contexts, issues related to privacy and network security (in many
ways still unresolved and debated), in particular with regard to the exchange of sensitive
data in public blockchains. Considering, for example, the regulation of data protection
governed by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) at the European level, a not
insignificant aspect is a way to identify data controllers and data processors while ensuring
the comprehensive protection provided by the same regulation for the parties involved
in the network [53,59,60]. Therefore, while decentralisation and immutability, which are
typical characteristics of BC, on the one hand, allow for effective transparency and security
in the acquisition and exchange of RWD; on the other hand, they may constitute a point of
conflict with existing legislation.

The literature on this subject does not show any concrete approach to the problem of
privacy protection; the potential solutions hypothesised here converge on two aspects that
characterise BC and that could reduce the problem of data protection: the decentralisation
of consent and the cryptographic system [2,46,61,62].

The immutability features of distributed registries and the security of the information
exchanged within the BC system could solve the problem associated with the current lack
of interoperability of health information systems, thus facilitating clinical decisions [58].

Patients will only benefit from digital tools if health systems support digital inclu-
sion policies. As healthcare increasingly moves towards a ‘digital first’ approach, digital
inclusion is becoming intertwined with the broader concept of healthcare equity.

Furthermore, in a highly regulated sector such as healthcare, the use of a single
decentralised platform capable of ‘certifying’ the provenance of the data collected would
drastically reduce the risk of a GIGO situation.
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The standardized use of BC technology provides a transparent and secure method
to process big data with overall safety and at a lower cost. Furthermore, the use of RWD
can make it possible to estimate the costs of therapies and the overall costs of disease
management, and this choice makes us able to decide how to optimally allocate resources
for the screening, prevention, and treatment of specific diseases [63].

It is now clear that digital healthcare tools bring substantial benefits to the entire
healthcare system, and that the direction taken by major healthcare facilities is to ensure
maximum reliability, punctuality, and security, avoiding the waste of time and precious
information. In this scenario, the “connected care” concept aims to connect the patient with
healthcare personnel involved in the entire care pathway. Obviously, BC technology is the
key tool that enables this integration, allowing data to be shared and not wasted. Especially
in RWD management, it is of pivotal importance that there are data protection laws in place
that adequately protect the privacy of patients. Due to the confidential nature of clinical
data, ensuring data security is an urgent issue in the development of a digital healthcare
system [58].

Blockchain also means “automation”, and where there is automation, there are savings.
However, it is possible to reduce the administrative complexity of healthcare, and thanks
to BC, processes can be automated easily and efficiently while remaining secure. RWDs
have the potential to reduce inefficiencies and fill gaps in the management of information
generated by all stakeholders in the patient journey: healthcare companies, pharmaceutical
companies, government agencies, and patients [42–44]. This sharing of information and
data in turn enables all parties to gain new insights, support value-based care, and deliver
better health outcomes [11,64].

As reported by the FDA, the use of RWD and RWE has several positive spin-offs for
those managing the patient care pathway, for pharmaceutical companies, and, last but not
least, for the patients themselves [4,54]. While helping to monitor safety, they also enable
more informed evaluation of guidelines and appropriate clinical decisions, allowing for
new treatment pathways and clinical trials that are increasingly tailored to the specific
health profile of the patient. Moreover, RWD management represents a valuable tool
for the pharmaceutical industry in demonstrating the value of manufactured medicines
throughout their life cycle, from clinical trials to market maturity [54].

Regardless of the reliability and cross-checking of these groups, BC is a viable approach
to securely sharing data between different groups of people. Nevertheless, the combination
of BC and machine learning systems will be able to generate data that can be used to create
predictive models that are useful for risk management [53].

4. Conclusions

The use of real-world data (RWD) has the potential to fill current gaps in the healthcare
system’s knowledge and management of certain diseases and also to identify gaps between
evidence and practice, ultimately leading to improved care and patient outcomes.

To conclude this study, a summary of the main potentials and limitations of BC
technology in the use of RWD from a managerial perspective is presented below, in Table 2.

Briefly, the main potentials of BC technology in the use of Real-World Data (RWD) are
represented by the ability of these systems to speak the same language by means of the
interoperability of health information systems: this dialogue improves multidisciplinary
management, thus reducing the GIGO bias, and increases the clinical outcomes useful in
clinical settings. Nonetheless, our research has identified some important limitations. In
this regard, it should be noted that BC technology is a new way to do healthcare. This could
mean that there is a large number of professionals not ready to use it properly. Importantly,
legal aspects related to these technologies have not been properly addressed and defined,
and there is a lack of studies or projects demonstrating a concrete benefit from the use of
RWD and BC in healthcare. In the authors’ opinion, the approach reported here cannot
be considered the most predictable one, so its use and development in a fully operative
environment like healthcare could significantly alter the research findings in different
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settings. Finally, the relationship between BC and RWD is still an under-researched topic,
as evidenced by the lack of research on the subject, despite the authors’ systematic use of
the main scientific research databases.

Table 2. The main potentials and limits of Blockchain (BC) technology in the use of Real-World Data
(RWD) in a managerial perspective related to healthcare and public health.

Main Potentials Main Limits

Interoperability among healthcare systems Resistance to change by health professionals

Reliable support for decision-making processes Lack of specific skills in healthcare workers

Improvement of care outcomes Limitations may arise from legal aspects

Reduction of Garbage-in Garbage-out (GiGo) Only a few studies reported benefits from the use of BC in
public health

Increased transparency of care outcomes BC is not fully mature and has not been investigated in
healthcare settings

5. Future Directions

Achieving a more efficient health system is a necessary step, and many of the solutions
adopted need to become systemic in order to bring about a transformation towards more
advanced and sustainable healthcare.

As the healthcare industry embraces the transformative potential of blockchain tech-
nology, increasingly smart interactions among healthcare professionals and stakeholders
are required for data management, patient care, and clinical approach standardization. On
the other hand, while BC and RWD are safe for several data mining and fusion procedures,
they cannot ensure the immutability of smart contracts once deployed on the blockchain,
as vulnerabilities may affect their correctness, particularly when dealing with sensitive
patient data [65].

In response to these challenges, formal methods—a suite of rigorous mathematical
techniques—have emerged as a promising solution [66]. These methods provide a system-
atic approach to verifying smart contract code and mitigating the risk of costly errors and
security breaches. By employing formal methods, developers can ensure the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of sensitive patient data, safeguard the immutability of medical
records, and prevent potential fraud or misuse of healthcare resources.

In the context of healthcare smart contracts, formal methods can be employed to ensure
adherence to data privacy regulations and ethical considerations and to formally verify
contract correctness, ensuring they meet the specified properties and adhere to healthcare
standards [65,66].

Considering the main potentials, but also the overall limitations, possible future
directions for the implementation of BC in RWDs management could be as follows: (i) open
standards (anonymous data sharing); (ii) national policies; (iii) patient control, privileges,
and access; (iv) artificial intelligence (AI) integration; and (v) automation and microservices.

Therefore, this work serves as a basis for a larger and more structured study to better
generalise the findings. Future research could investigate, through the analysis of business
cases, the organisational changes required to implement a blockchain system using RWDs
and the associated change management strategies to be implemented.
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